LAUNCH YOUR SAVINGS
WITH PROPANE, THE INCENTIVE
IS JUST THE BEGINNING.

While traditional mowers may save you money upfront,
propane mowers save money over the lifetime of the mower,
thanks to the fuel’s unique advantages:
REDUCED FUEL SPILLS
AND PILFERAGE

CLOSED FUEL SYSTEM
REDUCES SPILLAGE

REFUELING
OPTIONS TO

MEET YOUR NEEDS

“All of us have a responsibility to leave
something better behind after we’re
done. At the end of the day, if there’s
something I can do to improve the
planet, I’d like to be able to do that.”

With its closed fuel system, propane saves
money and protects the environment by
virtually eliminating costly, harmful spills and
by dramatically reducing fuel theft.

Jeff Sebert
Owner, Sebert Landscaping

REDUCED LABOR EXPENSES
“These mowers are a lot more
powerful, so productivity has
definitely increased.”

With propane, there’s no more wasting time
with trips to the gas station. Convenient,
on-site refueling options, like cylinder exchange
and on-site dispensing, ensure your crew
spends more time doing the jobs that pay.

Grant Clack
Operations Manager, Stay Green Inc.

MORE GREEN-MINDED CUSTOMERS
15%

GREENHOUSE

40%

CO

Propane reduces harmful
carbon emissions
GREENHOUSE
47%
compared with conventional fuels, giving you
an edge when bidding jobs with environmentally
conscious clients.

REDUCED FUEL COSTS

CONSISTENTLY
- LESS -

THAN GASOLINE

Lock in a fuel contract with a local provider to
enjoy a fuel price that’s consistently less than
gasoline. Then you can pass on those savings
to customers for a more competitive price
during the bidding process.

“We have a lot of ride-on mowers, so I
wanted to get something similar that
the guys would be used to, but try it
with propane. Some of the incentives
are going to help us do that.”

Charles Reid
Co-owner, Sodfather, Inc.

START SAVING WITH UP TO $1,000.
Launch your propane savings with $1,000 per qualifying mower purchase or $500 per qualifying
conversion. With this program, there’s never been a better time to adopt propane mowers.
Begin the easy application process today at propane.com/mower-incentive.
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